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ABSTRACT 

 

The focus of this research is in the area of a very specific genre of discourse which is drug  

information leaflets. It seeks to examine how English, French and Arabic express deontic  

modality in drug information leaflets and why this device is used in such kind of documents.  

Such a study is important in order to provide some insights into the characteristics of English,  

French and Arabic in denoting modality in drug information leaflets, and most importantly to  

arrive at a better understanding of the function of deontic modality in the genre of drug  

information leaflets. The research approach adopted in this dissertation includes a descriptive  

analysis of a sample of six (6) leaflets; each leaflet provides the same version in three  

languages: English, French and Arabic. The findings from this research provide evidence that  

each of the three highlighted languages has its own structures, styles and preferences in  

expressing deontic modality in drug information leaflets and that the use of deontic modality  

in these texts is intentionally meant to present information in a fuzzy and vague way.  

The main conclusions drawn from this study are: despite the remarkable differences and  

preferences specific to each of the three languages, these languages tend to use expressions of  

deontic modality as a manipulating instrument to change the attitude of patients.  

Consequently, drug manufacturers generally resort to the use of deontic modality in drug  

information leaflets to decline any kind of responsibility.     
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Introduction 

 

Statement of the Problem 

Modality is an important linguistic function in biomedical communication, it could be  

expressed to mark any of the following: possibility, permission, probability, obligation,  

certainty and requirement. Drug information leaflets which are those sheets of papers that are  

included in medicine boxes and bottles and provide information about the purpose, the side  

effects, the dosage and the storage of the drug they describe represent a genre of biomedical  

discourse. 

             The purpose of the genre of drug information leaflets is to give useful pieces of  

information to drug takers on the amount, way, expected side effects and hoped positive  

outcome of using a particular medicine. These documents show a great tendency of using  

modals or devices expressing modality, notably what is known as deontic modality. Deontic  

modality is related to the necessity or possibility of performing acts or the intervention of  

some kind of human control over the event taking place. 

             In such kind of documents, communication is very important in order to get an  

optimal negotiation between patients and drug manufacturers. Drug leaflets are basically  

meant to state information in a clear and straightforward way, but the remarkable use of  

devices expressing deontic modality makes leaflets obscure and the information stated  

somehow vague and confusing for patients. 
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Our interest in this piece of research is particularly oriented towards the function or  

the purpose for which drug manufacturers use expressions of modality in drug information  

leaflets. How English, French and Arabic handle the concept of modality and how it is  

rendered in each language are going to reveal the purpose behind which drug manufacturers  

depend on the use of devices expressing deontic  modality in drug information leaflets. 

 

Aim of the Study 

The overall aim of this piece of research is to examine how deontic modality is  

expressed or rendered in English, French and Arabic in the genre of drug information leaflets  

which leads to find out what is the main function of using modal devices in this genre. 

             The comparison between the three languages through the analysis of the leaflets is  

going to pave the way to some interesting insights into the specificities and preferences of  

each language under investigation as far as the use of modal expressions is concerned. The  

results obtained from the analysis, after discussion, will hopefully uncover the main purpose  

for which drug manufacturers constantly employ modal devices in drug information leaflets.  

The present piece of research has been carried out on a modest ground. So, further and more  

comprehensive studies are needed to confirm the results of this analysis as this would be of  

great benefit to students or people in our community who are interested in the translation of  

biomedical discourse, namely drug information leaflets, from and into one of the three  

languages at issue. 
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Statement of Research Questions 

For the overall research aim to be achieved, some objectives are required; they are  

sorted out in the following questions: 

a) What are the characteristics and features of modal expressions specific to each  

 

language (English, French and Arabic) in drug information leaflets? 

 

b) Do English, French and Arabic intend to use modal devices in drug information leaflets  

for the same purpose? 

c) If so, what is the purpose of employing devices to express deontic modality in drug  

information leaflets and for which reason? 

 

Methodology and Procedure 

As far as research methods are concerned, the present piece of research constitutes a  

descriptive analysis of a corpus sample of six (6) drug information leaflets. These  

leaflets are specifically collected to include three versions of the same text representing the  

three highlighted languages of the study: English, French and Arabic. Devices which express  

deontic modality in each language in the leaflets and the purpose of their use are the main  

focus of the analysis. 
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Structure of the Dissertation 

The present piece of research is divided into two major parts, a theoretical part and a  

practical one. 

The theoretical part is concerned with a literature review of the concept of modality in  

discourse in general. Modality as a linguistic tool in discourse has been a point of great debate  

among linguists; the different definitions of modality, the way it is expressed in discourse, its  

types or classes, its overlap or interference with other linguistic forms and its contribution or  

linguistic function in discourse are to be dealt with in this part. The issue of modality is then  

more particularly discussed in terms of its role and importance in scientific discourse or  

communication, specifically in biomedical communication. It also sheds light on deontic  

modality which performs an indispensible linguistic function in biomedical texts in order to  

achieve specific purposes. 

The practical part includes data analysis of a sample of six (6) drug information  

leaflets, which are considered to be a genre of biomedical discourse, specifically chosen on  

the basis of including the three languages: English, French and Arabic. These leaflets which  

are at our disposal are to be analysed for the purpose of unfolding how deontic modality is  

expressed or grammaticalized and which function is meant behind using it in such kind of  

documents. It must be kept in mind that the leaflets under issue are said to exactly provide the  

same information in each language; in other words, each leaflet is composed of three versions  

representing the three languages that are equivalent translations to a certain degree. The  
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analysis is spontaneously going to reveal whether there are similarities or differences in the  

way deontic modality in leaflets is rendered or handled in the three languages and whether the  

three languages lean on the use of devices expressing deontic modality for the same purpose. 
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Chapter One 

Modality in Discourse 

 

Introduction 

This chapter provides a theoretical framework for the concept of modality in  

discourse. Modality is selected in this piece of research because it plays a given functional  

role and conveys specific meanings and nuances in discourse. It deals with the different terms,  

types, classes, expressions, definitions and the functions of modality in discourse as claimed  

by linguists. Chapter one brings more attention to one type of modality which is deontic  

modality being the centre of this investigation. Given that the literature review of the study is  

exclusively based on the English language, this chapter, for the interest of that study, makes  

use of some ways of rendering modality translated from English into French and Arabic. A  

brief overview of what has been found out about genre analysis is also provided in this  

chapter to signal the main features and characteristics of drug information leaflets which  

constitute a very specific genre of the biomedical discourse. 

 

          I.1.    Modality in General Discourse: An Overview 

For the purpose of the present study, the angle from which modality is going to be  

approached is based upon a discourse perspective. The concept of modality as such is  
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discussed on the ground of the literature available as far as the English language is concerned 

and then, a description of how it is rendered in French and Arabic is provided. 

Modality in English and other languages has lately been the focus of interest of  

scholars from distinct disciplines and approaches. The study of modality within linguistics has   

 witnessed a gradual shift from a monolithic, static conception to a more dynamic  

understanding of modality taking into account the relevance of linguistic and extralinguistic  

contextual factors in the production and interpretation of modal utterances in discourse  

(Bybee & Fleischman, 1995) or the creation of modal textual coherence (Lundquist, 1989).  

According to Bybee & Fleischman and Lundquist, a discourse-based approach to modality  

usually departs from the traditional, monolithic account of modality in a number of interesting  

aspects so as to incorporate what is known as the contextual contribution: 

- Modality is characterized to convey the speaker’s involvement in the propositional  

content of a given utterance. 

- Modality can be said to be one of the main ramifications across the whole lexico- 

grammatical architecture of the language. 

- Most of the meanings usually ascribed to individual modal verbs are in fact derived  

either from the verb’s sentential environment or from some wider context of utterance. 

- Modal meaning in discourse can be said to arise out of the interaction of two closely  

connected layers of meaning: one embracing the inherent linguistic meaning of the modal  

verb in conjunction with that of other neighbouring modal devices, and another concerned  
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with principles connected with politeness and face-saving strategies.  

           I.2.    Definitions of Modality/ Classes of Modality 

Modality is generally defined as the grammaticalization of speakers’ attitudes and  

opinions. Scholars who dealt with modality have used a number of terms. Halliday (1970)  

distinguishes between modality and modulation. For him, the former is related to the  

speaker’s assessment of the probability of what he is saying and the latter to the ideational  

level of what the speaker is saying. 

The Oxford Concise Dictionary of Linguistics by P.H. Matthews (2005, p. 228) defines the  

term modality as “category covering either of a kind of speech act or the degree of certainty  

with which something is said.” 

Modality can generally be expressed to signal any of the following: possibility or the related  

concept of permission, probability or the related concept of obligation, certainty or the related  

concept of requirement (steel et al., 1981). 

Lyons (1977) uses the terms ‘epistemic’ and ‘deontic’ modality. He uses ‘epistemic’ modality  

to refer to the type of knowledge the speaker has about what he is saying, and ‘deontic’  

modality to refer to the speaker’s views or stance towards what he is saying. 

Huddleston (1984) makes the distinction between three types of modality: epistemic, deontic  

and dynamic. Epistemic modality has as its basis what the speaker knows about the world,  

deontic modality calls for an action to be taken, and dynamic modality indicates that an  

individual is capable of doing a particular action when the circumstances arise. 
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Meziani (1983) uses the terms ‘knowledge’ and ‘decision’ in reference to modality. 

The extensive bulk of literature on modality shows a clear tendency among linguists to accept  

that semantic areas such as possibility, necessity and prediction (knowledge or epistemic  

modality) on the one hand, and permission, obligation and volition (deontic or root modality),  

on the other, constitute the domains of modality. 

A non-concomitant view with the mainstream conception of modality was already advanced  

by Halliday (1970, p. 349) in the following terms: 

“Modality … is the speaker’s assessment of probability and predictability. It is external to the  

content, being part of the attitude taken up by the speaker.” 

Lyons (1977, 1983, 1994), claims that the term ‘attitude’ has been expanded into that of  

‘subjectivity’ understood as “subject/speaker’s involvement” so as to embrace both types of  

modality: 

Subjectivity is a matter of speaker’s, or more generally, of 

the locutionary agent’s involvement of himself in the 

utterance. In the case of epistemic modality what is 

involved is his knowledge (or beliefs). In the case of 

deontic modality it is his will and authority that is 

involved. But in both cases it is the locutionary agent who 

is the source of the modality (Lyons, 1983, p. 111). 

Therefore, it can be claimed that modality is concerned with the expression of the  

subject / speaker’s involvement towards the propositional content of an utterance, whether in  

the form of agency or subjectivity. 
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An interesting conclusion ensuing from the above definition is that modality need not, and  

should by no means, be exclusively restricted to modal auxiliary (or semi-auxiliary) verbs. 

            Mood and modality express the speaker’s attitude or opinion regarding the contents of  

the sentence (Palmer, 1986) or “the proposition that the sentence expresses” (Lyons, 1977,  

p. 452). Palmer (1986) defines mood as realized by the verbal morphology, whereas modality  

appears as a linguistic feature generated by a variety of linguistic phenomena among which  

modal verbs play a special role, as Downing and Locke (1992) describe.  

Quirk et al. (1985, p. 112), discussing modality, speak of “constraining factors of meaning”  

namely in terms of intrinsic and extrinsic modality. In other words, the meaning of some kind  

of intrinsic human control over events would signify ‘permission’, ‘obligation’ and ‘volition’  

(deontic, according to Lyons, Palmer and Downing & Locke). On the other hand, where such  

intrinsic control is not involved, the meaning would indicate ‘possibility’, ‘necessity’, and  

‘prediction’ (epistemic, using Lyons’, Palmer’s, and Downing & Locke’s terminology). 

 

          I.3.   Modal Verbs and Modality Expressions 

Modality is a blurred concept that centers around the notions of possibility, necessity  

and permission. So, independently of what a modal expression is used for, a modal sentence  

expresses the propositional content of the whole sentence with respect to some contextual  

restrictions (Werner, 2006, p. 235).  

Speaking of these contextual restrictions which essentially contribute to the overall modal  
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meaning, we need to give some exemplifications tabulated as follows to show their significant  

relevance:       

 

                  Modal                Function                 Examples  

 

              

Can 

To show ability 

To suggest a possibility or 

give an option 

To ask for or to give 

permission 

To show impossibility 

I can run 10miles. 

Students can pre-enroll in 

classes. 

Can you call me?                     

You can leave now. 

It cannot be Jim standing there. 

He went away for the weekend.                             

  

 

              

Could 

 

 

 

 

To show past ability 

 

To ask a polite question 

To show possibility 

 

To show impossibility 

 

To suggest a possibility/     

opportunity or give an option 

I could run 10miles when I was 

young. 

                                                 

Could I call you? 

Why isn’t Mary here? She 

could be busy. 

He could not be here at the 

party. He is out of town. 

 

He could try going this way. 



Might To show possibility The instructor might come to 

class late today. 

 

May 

To ask for or to give 

permission (formal) 

To show possibility 

May I call you? 

The instructor may come to 

class late today. 

                  

           

Should 

To show advisability 

 

To show obligation 

 

To show expectation 

You should try the new 

restaurant downtown. 

                                                    

I should renew my driver’s 

license. 

                                                  

You should receive my letter in 

two days. 

               

Ought to 

To show advisability 

To show obligation 

To show expectation 

You ought to exercise regularly. 

I ought to register to vote. 

You ought to receive my letter 

in two days. 



Had better To show advisability We had better leave. It is 

getting late. 

 

Have to 

To show necessity 

 

To show lack of necessity 

Mike has to make up the class 

he missed. 

                                                    

I am glad that I do not have to 

cook tonight. 

        

             

Must 

To show probability or to make 

a logical assumption 

 

To show necessity 

To show prohibition 

Janice must be out this evening. 

She does not answer the 

telephone. 

                                                    

I must call my parent tonight. 

You must not cross the street on 

red light.                                                 

 

 

             

Will 

To indicate future time 

 

To make a promise or to show 

willingness 

 

To state a general truth 

 

To ask a polite question 

He will leave for the plane at    

7 a.m. 

                                                    

The federal government will 

provide assistance to the 

hurricane victims. 

The new car they have 

developed will run on either 

gasoline or ethanol. 

Will you help me with these 

boxes? 



 

             

   Would 

To ask a polite question 

 

To indicate a repeated action 

in the past 

To indicate future time in the 

sentence that is in the past 

Would you help me with these 

boxes? 

                                                   

When I lived in L.A, I would go 

to the beach everyday. 

Mark promised that he would 

help me with my math 

homework. 

Would rather To show a preference  I would rather go to summer 

school than graduate late. 

Would like To express a desire I would like to go to medical 

school. 

Table 1: Overview of Modal Verbs in English                                                                                                                               

(Langue, Janet and Ellen Langue, 1999, p. 121) 

               So, the discussion of the issue of modals is based on the varied pragmatic functions  

of modals used in varied contextual situations. 

For instance, the modal ‘may’ could be used to mean giving permission as in: ‘you may  

express your point of view’. The same modal ‘may’ could be used to express a formal request:  

‘May I comment on these ideas?’ It could also be used to mean a certain degree of certainty:  

‘He may be at the library’. 

Other functions of modals include: necessity, obligation, lack of necessity, expression of lost  

opportunity, and advice as the following examples show:  

We must leave right now. (necessity) 

All applicants must have a Ph.D. (necessity) 
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I don’t have to attend tomorrow’s meeting. (lack of necessity) 

We had better work harder or we will flunk this course. (advisability) 

He should have gone to the meeting yesterday. (lost opportunity) 

Walton (1991, p. 367) rightly argues, “… the meanings that are ascribed to modal verbs  

multiply arbitrarily as more and more context is added, and any reference grammar aimed at  

recording these meanings will come to resemble a lexicon and still fail to cover them all.” 

The foregoing overview indicates that the view of modals as grammatical categories has got  

to be supplemented by their pragmatic functions in discourse. 

               Besides modal verbs, there exist other linguistic expressions of modality which  

might be referred to as modal expressions (Huddleston & Pullum, 2002) or stance markers  

(Biber, 1999). These include modal adjectives (possible, likely), modality adverbs (certainly,  

possibly, undoubtedly), other verbs (seem, appear, insist, require) and nouns (possibility,  

necessity, permission). Linguists have recently concentrated on surveying a more or less  

comprehensive sampling of modality expressions, just to name a few: adjectives, nouns,  

adverbs, lexical verbs, participles (alleged, demanded), articles (some/any), tense, aspect,  

particles (if), hedging expressions (she is a great scholar, I think), emphatic ‘do’, get-passives  

(he got elected class president), question tags (you liked the movie, didn’t you?), … and so  

forth.  

This is to illustrate how varied and sophisticated the modality system in English is, thus fully  

endorsing Halliday’s (1970, p. 331) statement that, “… there is no single place in the  clause  
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where modality is located.”  

Halliday (1970, p. 331) claims: 

       Nor do the different non-verbal forms of the same lexical 

item necessarily correspond with each other: ‘obviously’ 

is not the same as ‘it is obvious that’, ‘surely’ as ‘I am 

sure that’. But there are discernible groupings, and a 

clear distinction can be drawn between pairs which are 

felt to be equivalent, and thus reinforce each other (‘as 

concord’) when both are present, as in ‘perhaps he might 

have built it’, and those which are not equivalent and are 

thus cumulative in meaning, as in ‘certainly he might 

have built it’ (‘I insist that it is possible’ or ‘I grant that it 

is possible’). 

            A possible ensuing conclusion from the above statement is that modal meaning can be  

said to comprise a network of either reinforcing or cumulative modal devices affecting all the  

lexical and grammatical aspects of the language which is liable to the communicative  

requirements of the interlocutors in case of dialogic negotiation. 

          I.4.    Modality and Hedges 

A prominent concept that is floating around the field of modality is that of hedges. So,   

numerous definitions of hedges may be found varying a lot in their scope. The term hedge  

was first introduced into linguistics by Lakoff. Lakoff (1972, p. 195) focused mainly on the  

logical properties of words and phrases like ‘rather’, ‘largely’, ‘in a manner of speaking’, and  

their ability “to make things fuzzier or less fuzzy.” Since then, the concept of hedges has been  

widened and adopted in speech act theory (Brown & Levinson, 1987), oral discourse,  
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pragmalinguistics and academic discourse analysis (Hyland, 1995; Markkanen & Schroder,  

1997). Brown & Levinson (1987) define hedging within the speech act theory and interpret it  

as a sign of politeness. Hyland (1995, p. 1) was mostly concerned with the use of hedges in  

academic discourse and considers hedges essential to scientific writing because of the fact that  

“hedges indicate interpretations and allow writers to convey their attitude to the truth of the  

statements they accompany, thereby presenting unproven claims with caution and softening  

categorical assertions.” 

According to the Oxford Concise Dictionary of Linguistics (2005, p. 160) hedges are:  

Any linguistic device by which a speaker avoids being 

compromised by a statement that turns out to be wrong, a 

request that is not acceptable, and so on. Thus, instead of 

saying ‘this argument is convincing’, one might use a 

hedge and say ‘as far as I can see this argument is 

convincing’; instead of simply giving an order ‘carry it 

into the kitchen!’, one might use an interrogative as hedge 

and say ‘could you perhaps carry it into the kitchen!’ 

The presented definitions clearly indicate the overlap between modality and hedging.  

Consequently, a question of the kind of relationship between the two mentioned terms arises. 

Markkanen & Schroder (1997, p. 4) suggest on that: 

It seems possible to see the relationship between modality 

and hedges in two ways: either modality is the wider 

concept and includes hedges or the other way round; 

hedging is the umbrella term and modality a part of it. 

Needless to say here, it proves that language phenomena do not exist in a vacuum and cannot  
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be examined in isolation but rather in connection with other related language items. 

           

          I.5.   Deontic Modality 

Modality, as shown earlier, has two main types: epistemic and deontic. 

Deontic modality means more specifically that the speaker “intervenes in the speech event by  

laying obligations or giving permission” (Downing & Locke, 1992, p. 332), as in: ‘one must  

look into this matter in detail’, ‘shall we negotiate peace now?’ Or ‘this experiment should be  

repeated’. On the other hand, epistemic modality implies that the speaker “assesses the  

probability that the proposition is true in terms of the modal certainty, probability or  

possibility” (ibid.), as in: ‘it may be the case that results might change if certain conditions  

…’, or ‘the concert must be over’. 

             The present study focuses or sheds light on deontic modality which can be regarded  

as “a form of participation of the speaker in the speech event” (Halliday, 1970, p. 335) and  

plays a significant role in the interpersonal process of negotiation of meaning. 

Deontic modality pertains to the use of language to express desires, wants, commands,  

obligations, undertakings and permissions. It tends to share a great deal with performatives. 

Palmer (1986, p. 58) says that “by uttering a modal, a speaker may actually give permission  

(may, can), and make a promise or threat (shall) or lay an obligation (must)”. 

Since it is not possible to desire, give permission, promise, threaten, or lay obligation in the  

past, deontic modality, like performatives, is compatible only with non-past events (ibid.). 
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Three major subcategories of deontic modality are recognized here which are: permission,  

undertaking and obligation / necessity.    

- Permission: 

This subcategory of deontic modality is expressed, by means of the modals ‘may’ and ‘can’.  

In English, deontic ‘may’ is more formal than ‘can’. The use of ‘can’ for permission is most  

frequent in speech, notably dialogues. 

- Undertaking: 

The modal auxiliary ‘shall’ is used to give an undertaking, for example, a promise, a  

guarantee, or a threat. 

- Obligation / Necessity: 

Deontic obligation/necessity can be expressed by using the modal auxiliary ‘must’.  

Two other modal auxiliaries, ‘should’ and ‘ought to’ are exponents of a mild obligation in  

comparison with ‘must’ which conveys a strong obligation.  

             It is often noticed especially in instructional texts to use what is called the “you- 

centeredness” of the utterance which echoes the speakers’ attempts to get the addressee to do  

something. It is realized through indices of deontic modality, namely the auxiliary ‘must’  

showing obligation which can also be indicated by the impersonal phrase ‘it is necessary’, the  

auxiliary ‘can’ is used impersonally in the passive voice to express permission, the imperative  

like ‘verify’, ‘insert’, and ‘slide’ expresses obligation, together with the nominalized form  

‘by using’ which has the same function as the imperative but in an impersonal style (Werner,  
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2006, p. 250). 

 

          I.6.    Modality in French  

It is for the present study’s interests not to go into detail about how the concept of  

modality as a system functions in French, but we are just interested in how the main features  

of modality in English are translated into French. 

Modal verbs, also called modal auxiliaries or simply modals, are unconjugated English verbs  

which express the mood of a verb as mentioned earlier, such as ability, possibility, condition  

and necessity. With the exception of ‘ought’, modals are followed directly by the verb they  

modify (without ‘to’). There are ten (10) common English modal verbs: can, could, may,  

might, ought to, must, shall, should, will and would. By contrast to English, French does not  

have or possess modal verbs, and so, translating them from English into French becomes a  

difficult task. The French equivalents of the modal verbs may be a conjugatable verb (like   

‘devoir’, ‘falloir’ and ‘pouvoir’ ), or a tense, mood, or adverb. Note that ‘could’ and ‘would’   

can be used in the present and past with varied meanings, this is rendered in French in terms  

of different tenses (Lawless, 2009). To make this clearer, we shall give some examples of  

how modals are translated from English to French in the following table:  
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English 

 

                       French  

                            Can  

                    I can help you. 

                    We can see it 

                  Pouvoir (present tense) 

                 Je peux vous aider 

                Nous pouvons le voir 

Could (present) 

I could dance all night 

Could (past) 

He could read when he was three 

Last year, I could sleep until noon everyday 

 

Pouvoir (conditional) 

Je pourrais danser pendant toute la nuit 

Pouvoir (imperfect) 

Il pouvait lire quand il avait trois ans 

L’année dernière, je pouvais dormir jusqu’à midi          

tous les jours     

                         May, Might 

              She may / might arrive at noon 

     Peut-être, pouvoir (conditional), se pouvoir  

          Elle arrivera peut être à midi  

          Elle pourrait arriver à midi 

         Il se peut qu’elle arrive à midi 

 

                             Must  

                          I must leave  

                       You must help me 

                       Devoir (present)  

                      Je dois partir 

                    Vous devez m’aider 

                         Shall, Will 

                   I shall / will help you 

                   He will arrive at noon 

                    French future tense  

                       Je vous aiderai 

                      Il arrivera à midi 

 



                     Should / Ought 

            I should / ought to leave soon  

            You should / ought to help me 

 

                      Devoir (conditional)  

                    Je devrais partir bientôt  

                    Vous devriez m’aider  

                      Would (present)  

                  We would like to leave 

             I would help you if I were ready 

                      Would (past) 

   He would always read when he was alone 

  Last year, I would sleep until noon everyday 

                      French conditional  

                    Nous voudrions partir  

                Je vous aiderais si j’étais prêt  

                       French imperfect 

             Il lisait toujours quand il était seul  

L’année dernière, je dormais jusqu’à midi tous les 

jours  

                       Could have  

                  I could have helped you  

                   We could have eaten 

              Pouvoir (conditional perfect)  

                 J’aurais pu vous aider 

                 Nous aurions pu manger 

                      May / Might have  

                I may / might have done it  

 

                    Peut-être, se pouvoir  

                     Je l’ai peut-être fait  

    Il se peut que je l’aie fait 

                            Must have  

                   You must have seen it  

                   He must have eaten 

                 Devoir (present perfect)  

Vous avez du le voir 

                   Il a du manger 



                       Shall / Will have  

                   I shall / will have eaten 

              He will have arrived by noon 

                   French future perfect  

                          J’aurai mangé 

                   Il sera arrivé pour midi 

                        Should have  

                You should have helped  

                We should have eaten 

              Devoir (conditional perfect) 

                   Vous auriez du aider 

                  Nous aurions du manger  

Would have 

                I would have helped you  

                 He would have eaten it 

               French conditional perfect 

                   Je vous aurais aidé  

                     Il l’aurait mangé 

Table 2: Translation of the Main Modal Verbs from English into French 

English modals may be followed by have + past participle to express perfect (completed)  

actions as in some of the examples in table 2. Translating this construction usually involves  

conjugating a French verb into a perfect tense / mood + infinitive. 

  

          I.7.   Modality in Arabic 

An attempt is made for the convenience of the present study as well to recognise the   

Arabic equivalents of the English modal auxiliaries which constitute a distinct and well  

established grammatical category. 

Arab grammarians have not recognized modality as a grammatical category notwithstanding  

scattered references they made to the semantics of certain modal particles like (UV /qàd/) and  
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(WXYر /rubbàmaa/). In fact, the very concept of modality does not figure in any of the standard  

grammars of Arabic to date (El-Hassan, 1990, p. 164). Therefore , we just need to look into  

ways and means of expressing modality in Arabic. 

Arabic is shown to be capable of expressing a wide range of epistemic and deontic modes of  

modality in its own terms. In other words, modality in Arabic can be studied without  

reference to English, or any other language for that matter. What is important to establish here  

is whether modality in Arabic is a lexical or grammatical category. We need first to provide  

some examples translated from English into Arabic to confirm or disconfirm anything as far  

as modality in Arabic is concerned. 

Consider the following examples:  

                      English                       Arabic  

                   You may come in 

He may borrow these books again if he 

wishes 

You can see her now 

 [\ / []^_Y / [`WabcY /deUf أن [iaXj  

 k\ / k]^_Y / k`WabcY / ءWm إن op`Wq rsa\ا uvه xp]syj أن kiaXj  

 [\ / []^_Y / [`WabcY /  نzا Wاهxf أن [iaXj  

     You shall meet the president tonight 

         You shall see the fire of hell  

 And he shall be content 

                o{p{\ا uvه |p}x\ا dYW~f ف_y\ 

�p��\ون اxs\ 

                       ��xj ف_y\و 

    You must be more careful in the future  

 He must take this medicine three times a day 

            Be more careful in the future 

     Take this medicine three times a day 

 [p{� /        d�~syX\را �� اv� xن أآ�_af أن r�j  

 kp{� /     م_p\ات �� اxb ث�q واءU\ا اvول هWisj أن r�j  

d�~syX\را �� اv� xآ� أآ� 

 Wifول هvا ا\Uواء �qث xbات �� ا\p_م



You should / ought to return the book to the   

library 

       He should / ought to call the doctor 

 I should / ought to resign 

                 o�saX\ب إ\� اWsa\ا Up]f أن ���ij 

 

rp��\ا ��Usyj أن ���ij 

dp~s^أن أ ���ij 

           The manager may be at home  

           The manager must be at home 

 �aXj / �aXX\ا �b / dXs�j / dXs�X\ا �b / WXYن    / ر_aj UV

                                                   �p�\ا �� xjUX\ا 

 Uآ�X\ا �b /                     �p�\ا �� xjUX\أن ا UY�  

      The manager must have been at home 

          The Arabs must have settled here  

                    �p�\ن �� اWآ xjUX\أن ا UY� 

       Wiا ه_bWVب أx]\أن ا UY� 

Table 3: Translation of the Main Modal Verbs from English into Arabic 

Notice that it is rather difficult to find Arabic equivalents of ‘may’ and ‘can’ since Arabic  

seems to own a lot more expressions to convey the same meaning which brings out the issue  

of stylistic difference. It seems reasonable to translate ‘can’ in Arabic by using ‘[`WabcY’ or  

‘[]^_Y’ which share the same semantic associations of ability and permission. Because ‘[\’  

seems to be more formal than both ‘[`WabcY’ and ‘[]^_Y’, it can then be used as the equivalent  

of ‘may’. From the translation in table 3, the equivalents of ‘must’ in Arabic are ‘  r�j /�{�  +  

pronoun’, whereas that of ‘should / ought to’ is ‘���ij’. The form ‘���ij’ in Arabic expresses  

the subject’s obligations or duty, just as much as ‘should / ought to’ does in English.    

Taking an overall look at table 3 makes us say that there is a remarkable similarity between  

the grammatical structure of the English and the equivalent Arabic expressions. All the Arabic  

translations contain a modal constituent followed by a proposition, parallel to the  
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corresponding English constituents. The multiciplity of the Arabic forms is due to the fact that  

unlike English, Arabic does not seem to have grammaticalised modality; hence a variety of  

lexical items are used to express the meaning of a single English modal auxiliary. For that, it  

must not be assumed that all the paraphrases are exact synonyms since there is a need to know  

more about the context as pointed out by El-Hassan (1990, p. 152) despite the fact that they  

can stand as plausible renderings of the meaning of the English sentence.  

The last example in table 3 showing the English expression ‘must + have + past participle’ is  

translated so as to find the Arabic equivalent as follows: ‘أن UY� + past tense’. 

The Arabic form ‘WXYر’ is probably the nearest equivalent of English ‘may’. Its use is subject  

to certain syntactic constraints: 

it is normally followed by a verbal sentence introduced by a verb form, as in:  

�� xjUX\ن ا_aj WXYر                �p�\ا  

It can also be followed by a nominal sentence introduced by the complementizer ‘أن’ as in:  

                  �p�\ا �� xjUX\أن ا WXYر   

The modal particle ‘UV’ can also be an equivalent of ‘may’ in certain conditions conveying a  

sense of uncertainty and is always followed by a verb form, as in:  

                  �p�\ا �� xjUX\ن ا_aj UV 

This introductory presentation is by no means complete but it proves at least that the various  

exponents of modality in Arabic can be governed by a grammatical rule. The examples cited  

above in table 3 show that modality in Arabic is expressed by a modal element (a verb or a  
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particle) followed by an embedded sentence usually introduced by ‘أن’, for example:           

-  [p{� /أن r�j  + S   (S stands for the embedded sentence) 

 ���ij + S أن -

�aXj أن/ \]  -  + S  

  UY� + S أن -

  S + رWXY أن -

            

          I.8.   Modality in the Genre of Drug Information Leaflets 

Drug information leaflets are considered to be a special type or genre of biomedical  

communication or discourse which makes it necessary for this study to consider some insights  

into the concept of genre from a discourse point of view.  

             

    I.8.1. A Brief Overview of Genre Analysis 

Works on ESP started with some early studies on registers of a language (Halliday,  

Mc Intosh and Strevens, 1964). But it has soon shown the close connections between the intra  

and extra-linguistic levels with research on genre analysis (Swales, 1980, 1981, 1984 and  

1986). Thus, the language used in the professions has moved from being characterized in  

terms of syntactic or lexical choices to characters of the textual presentation and formulaic  

requirements of the different contexts. More recently and as a further development of this  

trend, Swales (1990, p. 46) called for more attention to the communicative purpose of the  

communicative event. Bhatia (1993, p. 313) went further by insisting on taking the purpose  
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as the key characteristic feature of genre. 

Therefore, genre analysis has become more a matter of extensive text-in-context inquiry than  

straightforward textual or transcriptal scrutiny (Askehave & Swales, 2001). 

             Discourse as genre extends the analysis beyond the textual product to incorporate  

context in a broader sense to account for not only the way the text is constructed, but also the  

way it is often interpreted, used and exploited in specific institutional or more narrowly  

professional contexts to achieve specific disciplinary roles (Bhatia, 2004, p. 20).  

Devit (2004, p. 31) defines genre as a reciprocal dynamic within which individuals’ actions  

construct and are constructed by recurring context of situation, context of culture, and context  

of genres. Whereas Devit focuses on the notion of context taking control of the individuals’  

actions in his definition of genre, Swales is rather concerned with the idea of switching   

mediums as an indispensable characteristic of genre. His attempt is to see genres no longer as  

single –and perhaps separable- communicative resources, but as forming complex networks of  

various kinds in which switching modes from speech to writing can –and often does- play a  

natural and significant part (Swales, 2004, p. 2). 

              Currently, genre if approached from a functional perspective as a kind of text is  

considered to be part of every human social activity, and the functions and extra-textual  

conventional characteristics of genres are taken into consideration. 

Swales (1990, p. 58) defines genre as:  
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A class of communicative events, the members of which 

share some set of communicative purposes. These 

purposes are recognized by the expert members of the 

discourse community, and thereby constitute the rationale 

for the genre… In addition to purpose, exemplars of a 

genre exhibit various patterns of similarity in terms of 

structure, style, content and intended audience. 

This definition provides a useful starting point. Communicative purpose is privileged as a  

criterion (Bhatia, 1993, p. 13; Swales, 1990, p. 58), at least for a functional approach to  

discourse, although other elements may be assigned more importance depending on the genre. 

               I saw it fit to mention the approaches adopted by critical linguistics and critical  

discourse analysis in relation to genre for the simple reason that they are compatible with that  

of Swales and Bhatia, putting more emphasis on the additional dimension of social situation  

or social activity. Kress’s references to participants and to functions, purposes and meanings  

are related to the notion of ‘communicative purpose’ (Kress, 1989, p. 19). 

Critical linguistics and critical discourse analysis scholars also refer to form, again in line with  

the common perception that genres are types or kinds of texts, with specific texts being the  

tokens of these types (Kress, 1989; Wodak, 2001, p. 66). 

That is, genre is bound to what we may call the ‘situational context’, which in itself is  

embedded in the broader historical and socio-political context. 

Kress (1989, p. 19) suggests that: “the characteristics features and structures of … situations,  

the purposes of the participants … all have their effects on the form of the texts which are  
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constructed in those situations”. Moreover, he points out that most social situations are  

conventionalized, to a certain extent, and that “the conventionalized forms of occasions lead  

to conventionalized forms of texts” (ibid.). 

Fairclough (1992, p. 126) also suggests that genre is “a relatively stable set of conventions  

that is associated with, and partly enacts, a socially ratified type of activity”. 

Thus, whereas we may not have access to the minds, intentions and purposes of the  

participants in a communicative event, and we may not be able to read off effects from texts,  

genres as event schemata are abstractions of how people use language conventionally, in  

order to achieve conventionally ratified (or even institutionalised) social purposes. 

In terms of the methodology of genre identification, the link to specific conventional  

situations and what people are actually doing with discourse in these situations is in many  

cases valuable. Admittedly not all situations, or the language associated with them, are  

equally conventional (Fairclough, 1992, p. 70).   

Most importantly, practically all mediated texts (written or broadcast) are less bound by a  

‘context of situation’ including a specific setting (time, space) and specific participants. At the  

same time, by definition communication involves at least two parties and thus a discursive  

event (or its communicative purpose) is not realized until the consumption of the text. For  

instance, with written, recorded or mass media texts, it is not always possible even to know  

who is consuming the texts, let alone where, when and how! 
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               I.8.2. Drug Information Leaflets as a Genre 

Systemic theory considers how people use language to make meaning and how  

language is organized to enable meanings to be made. According to the theory, language is  

viewed as a pattern of interlocking systems, from the smallest unit (words or phrases) up to  

the largest (paragraph or longer piece of text) (Halliday, 1994, p. 10). 

The interaction between text and context is the means by which the reader constructs  

meaning, so any model of text needs to take context into account. Two types of context are  

identified in this analysis, context of culture and context of situation (Halliday & Hasan,  

1989). Context of culture refers to the knowledge, values and practices within society which  

impact upon language used in a text. This shapes the way the text is organized at the  

macro-level. At the highest level within context of culture is the genre, which considers the  

organization or structure of the overall text with respect to its specific purpose (Swales, 1990).  

Information leaflets about drug therapy may be regarded as a subset of the genre of healthcare  

materials. The comprehensibility of this information will be affected by expectations of what  

is considered to be conventional text structure for this particular type of genre (Berkenkotter  

& Huckin, 1995; Swales, 1990). The next context level, context of situation, is the  

environment in which the text is actually functioning (Halliday & Hasan, 1989). 

The key situational aspects impact on the type of language used and three of these have  

consequences for language: what is being talked about (field), who is involved (tenor) and the  

role of language, including channel of communication (mode). Texts reflect these key  
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situational aspects, in that they deal with experience of the world, express interpersonal  

relations and they are “knitted together” so that they can be understood (Bhatia, 2004, p. 121). 

In reading a drug information document, the expectations of a patient are likely to be  

something like: ‘knowledge is used to assist patients with information which will guide  

behaviour and help prevent any adverse events’. This leads to a further set of expectations  

about ways the information may be structured, the likely type of information and vocabulary  

that will be encountered and whether there will be instructions or simply suggestions  

expressed in the text. 

Different types of text generally have a characteristic overall ‘generic’ structure  

consisting of a series of sections or “moves” which make sense for a particular audience in a  

given situation (Hasan, 1989, p. 83; Swales, 1990, p. 96; Paltridge, 1997, p. 21). 

Written information about a drug might be expected to include identifiable segments of text  

which provide instructions about drug dosage, information regarding monitoring, as well as  

accounts of its potential benefits and side effects. 

Conclusion 

Along with the available information on the genre of drug information leaflets and  

their frequent use of devices expressing deontic modality all along the prominent sections,  

there should be a specific purpose in respect to the use of that structure in such documents as  

pointed out by Swales earlier. Much of the literature on modality (Coates, 1983; Perkins,  

1983; Lyons, 1977; Palmer, 1986; Chafe & Nicholas, 1996) often assumes that the sole  
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function of modality expressions is to reveal the speaker / writer’s state of mind or  

knowledge, to indicate that he is uncertain or tentative and is not committed to the truth value  

of the proposition. So, it is at the same time tempting and interesting to know whether or not  

the previous statement applies to the case or genre of drug information leaflets and this is  

what we will hopefully figure out in the next chapter. 
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Chapter Two 

The Analysis of Modality in Drug Information Leaflets 

 

Introduction 

The biomedical discourse shows a great tendency of using devices to express modality  

which is generally considered to be a directive discourse. Our concern in this chapter is to  

unfold these devices which express specifically deontic modality in the particular genre of  

drug information leaflets and compare how English, French and Arabic handle this feature. A  

corpus of six (6) leaflets that include the three languages at issue is provided and analysed, so  

as to recognise how these documents use language for the purpose of setting obligations or  

taking control over the event taking place. We are interested in the way deontic modality is  

rendered in each language mentioned earlier in drug information leaflets. Whether they have  

the same basis of expressing deontic modality, whether they use the same or different devices  

throughout the leaflets, whether they employ the same techniques or means to reach the  

function behind such kind of texts, constitute the object of concern of the present chapter.  

The analysis of the leaflets basically includes depicting deontic modality in the following  

points: providing information on the way of taking the drug, providing information on the  

amount of taking the drug, ways of rendering side effects and ways of providing information  

about the storage of the drug. These highlighted points are intentially selected for the purpose   

of representing all sorts of the instructional information found in every version of the leaflets  
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and which are said to convey meanings of deontic modality. Within these major categories,  

sections or extracts like drug interactions, contra-indications, warnings, dosage, precautions  

for use, mode of administration, action in case of overdosage and special precaution for  

storage, usually found in leaflets, are included for a comprehensive analysis. Other sections  

like identification of the drug, pharmaceutical form and presentation, pharmaco-therapeutic  

class, indications for use or when the drug should be used, generally located at the very  

beginning of the leaflets, are not included in the analysis because they do not serve the  

interests of the present study due to the absence of the targeted element of deontic modality.             

It must be kept in mind, for the analysis of drug information leaflets, that the three versions  

representing the three languages in each leaflet contain exactly the same information. 

 

II.1.   Depicting Deontic Modality in Drug Information Leaflets 

II.1.1. Modality in Providing Information on the Way of Taking the 

Drug 

Drug interactions caused by taking more than one drug simultaneously can result in  

adverse effects. Each drug information leaflet mentions that the drug it describes cannot be  

taken together with certain other drugs. For example, one of the leaflets investigated shows  

drug interactions in the following way: 

- The phrase ‘not recommended’ followed by the names of the medicines and then,  

 

- The phrase ‘to take into consideration’ followed by the names of the medicines. 
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The French and Arabic versions show the equivalents of the English one respectively: 

- ‘déconseillées’ , ‘à prendre en compte’, and ‘ �ا\i_اه  .’ا��p]Y Ue ا��W�sر‘ , ’

The use of such phrases does not make the statements strong at all though the situation  

requires strength in order to direct patients, the imperative could be used instead. 

             In another leaflet, the auxiliary ‘must’ expressing deontic obligation is used as the  

following: ‘All other treatment you are taking must be routinely reported to your doctor or  

pharmacist.’ 

The French equivalent used in the same leaflet is: ‘Il faut signaler systématiquement tout autre  

traitement en cours à votre médecin ou à votre pharmacien.’ 

The Arabic version is : 

‘ .r�j دا{WX إ��م ا\��rp أو ا\ �Y �\Upي ��ج �UpV xe ا��xاء ’ 

‘faut’ and ‘r�j’ are two verbs in French and Arabic which are equivalents of the auxiliary  

‘must’ in the leaflets. 

Notice that in this case, the leaflet does not provide patients exactly which drugs that  

cannot by no means be taken together, but it is just mentioned that the doctor must be alerted  

if the patient is taking other drugs that could have dangerous interactions with the ones  

prescribed.  

Other leaflets have used the following structures: 

All the devices and expressions which indicate deontic modality in English, French and  
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Arabic in the examples mentioned here taken from the leaflets are underlined to highlight and  

signal this feature for the analysis. 

- The English version: 

Can you take this medicine with other medicines? 

You should have informed your doctor … 

Special precautionary measures may be appropriate if you take ... do not take … while taking  

… as this can cause serious side effects.  

- The French version: 

Pouvez-vous prendre ce médicament avec d’autres médicaments? 

Il faut informer votre médecin … des précautions particulières peuvent être appropriées si  

vous prenez … ça peut provoquer des effets indésirables. 

- The Arabic version: 

/هWif �aXj dول هvا ا\Uواء b¤ ادوoj اxeى  

 r�j اW]mر ا\��j ... rp}©م اW¨fد ا�W§Wpsت o¦We اذا آWisf �iول ... �Uم Wifول ... �� �Wif o\Wول ... r�ysj UV هvا 

o��syb xpª op�`W� ر �_ارض_¬Y.  

Throughout the leaflets investigated, it is noticeable that the English versions seem to  

provide information in a more straightforward way to a certain degree than their French and  

Arabic counterparts. The use of the imperative in a lot of occasions in the English versions is  

faced by the use of the infinitive in French and some expressions, particles or noun phrases,  

be it in the declarative or the negative in Arabic. 
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The use of the auxiliary ‘can’ (or ‘may’) in English and its equivalents in French and  

Arabic (‘peuvent’ and ‘UV’) express deontic possibility and imply that it is not certain that  

serious side effects will occur when taking the two drugs simultaneously, merely there is a  

chance for their appearance. Thus, this seems to place the patient into a position of fake   

security, since the patient may think that if the drug only sometimes causes side effects, then  

he/she will not be the very person to experience side effects. The majority if not all drug  

information leaflets do not state explicitly what those drugs are that should not be taken  

together with a particular drug and only pass on this problem to the doctor as shown in the  

examples above. 

             In the section of contra-indications or when a drug should not be used, drug  

information leaflets indicate that patients must not take the medicine if they are allergic to an  

active ingredient. Here are some instances of this section:  

- The English version: 

This drug must not be used in the following cases:  

• Allergy to … or … and … 

 

• Active … and bleeding disorder … 

This drug must generally not be used, except if directed by your doctor, in case of treatment  

with … 

If in doubt it is essential to request the opinion of your doctor or pharmacist. 

- The French version: 
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Ce médicament ne doit pas être utilisé dans les cas suivants: 

• Allergie à … ou … et … 

 

• Ulcère … et maladie hémorragique … 

Ce médicament ne doit généralement pas être utilisé, sauf avis contraire de votre médecin, en  

association avec … 

En cas de doute, il est indispensable de demander l’avis de votre médecin ou de votre  

pharmacien. 

- The Arabic version: 

/op\Ws\ت ا�W�\واء �� اU\ا اvل هWX]s^ز ا_�j � 

* uW�fا op^Wy� ... و ... أو...  

...وxbض `©�� ... o�xV �� ا\U]Xة *  

... ¤b اكxsm�WY [\ف ذ�e rp��\ى اxj �\ Wb واءU\ا اvل هWX]s^ز ا_�j � obW� رة_ Y 

.�\Up \أو ا rp��\رة اW²s^ا �b UY � [²\ل اW� �� 

Though the three versions state exactly the same information expressing deontic  

modality, they slightly show few differences in the way it is rendered or translated.. For  

instance, the negation of obligation expressed in English ‘must not’ is rendered as ‘ne doit  

pas’, so here the grammaticalisation in English using the auxiliary ‘must’ followed by ‘not’  

for negation is simpler than its French counterpart being the particle ‘ne’ followed by the verb  

‘doit’ and then followed by the particle ‘pas’. The structure of the Arabic version expressing  

the negation of obligation is quite different from the two other versions in the sense that it is  

expressed right away from the beginning of the sentence, the particle ‘�’  which expresses  
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prohibition followed by the verb ‘ز_�j’. 

Although different somehow as far as the structure of each language is concerned, the three  

languages carry the same meaning or the objective is a directive message not to use the drug  

in certain cases. The double use of devices expressing modality and the conditional is quite  

remarkable in drug information leaflets. In the last examples, the conditional is used as  

follows: 

‘This drug must not …, except if …’ 

‘If’ expresses the conditional in English. The French version interestingly does not  

grammaticalise the concept of the conditional in the section of this leaflet, but it conveys the  

same message as the English version just by using: ‘Ce médicament ne doit pas …, sauf…’ 

‘Sauf’ here denotes exception as does ‘except’ in the English version. 

In Arabic, the particle ‘Wb’ is employed to fulfill the same function, which is the conditional,  

but the Arabic structure is much more complicated compared to English and French. 

While the English and French versions use a clause that contains an adjective to express  

deontic necessity or some sort of deontic obligation, the Arabic version employs as an  

equivalent in this situation, the particle ‘UY�’ which expresses obligation. Hence, it seems that  

Arabic states information more directly than English and French in some cases of this section  

in the leaflets under investigation since the use of the particle ‘UY�’ has given strength to the  

statement made and it has approximately the same impact of the imperative. 

            Some texts display it in a straightforward manner, for example, one of the leaflets  
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indicates that: ‘It must not be applied in case of oversensitivity to penicillin.’ We can find in  

others a hedge which slightly modifies the information conveyed by the sentence as the  

following example shows:  

- The English version: 

Do not take this drug if: 

• You are pregnant or breast-feeding. 

 

• If you are allergic to any of the ingredients. 

This drug should not be given to children. If any of the above apply to you, inform your  

doctor or pharmacist first and ask for their advice. 

- The French version: 

Ne pas prendre ce médicament: 

• Si vous êtes enceinte ou si vous allaitez. 

• Si vous êtes allergique à l’un des composants. 

Ce médicament ne devra pas être administré à l’enfant. Si l’une des situations mentionées ci- 

dessus s’applique à votre cas, informez votre médecin ou votre pharmacien en premier lieu  

et demandez leur avis. 

- The Arabic version: 

/op\Ws\ت ا�W�\واء �� اU\ا اvول هWif ز_�j � 

*o�W�x\أو ا dX�\ا.  

 *إذا آWن ا\W^Wy� ³jxX اW`_ab uW�fت ا\Uواء.
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 � �j_ز إ��Wء هvا ا\Uواء \W´§µل. إذا ا`��~� إ�Uى ا\��Wت ا\vXآ_رة أ��r�j �ap{� u إW]mر ا\��rp أو ا\ Up\� أو� 

ks�p ` r{§ و.  

 

It is noticed that while in the English version the imperative is used, ‘do not take’, to express 

obligation, the structures of the French and Arabic equivalents are different being the  

infinitive ‘ne pas prendre’ in French and the particle plus the verb ‘ز_�j �’ in Arabic. 

The use of the imperative in English here has made the statement powerful in comparison  

with French and Arabic. The use of the passive voice is so frequently observed in drug  

information leaflets by the three languages for the purpose of avoiding legal responsibility. 

             In this way, patients should avoid taking the drug only if they know that they are  

allergic to an ingredient, although any ingredient of the medicine can cause allergic reactions  

the patient is not warned about in a separate instruction.  

‘If you are allergic to any of the ingredients.’ 

‘Si vous êtes allergique à l’un des composants.’ 

 ’إذا آWن ا\W^Wy� ³jxX اW`_ab uW�fت ا\Uواء.‘

‘If’ in English and its equivalents in French and Arabic ‘si’, ‘إذا’ seemingly express the  

conditional which is so frequently encountered in leaflets, but in fact, they are used as hedges  

in this situation to modify the information presented. Hence, drug information leaflets avert  

responsibility in case of patients who are allergic to an ingredient of the medicine but are not  

aware of their allergy inspite of the fact that they can experience severe allergic reactions. 
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Many drugs cannot be taken if the patient suffers from a certain illness, for example,  

liver problems or renal failure. It has been revealed through the analysis that some drug  

information leaflets do not mention the problems caused if the patient takes the drug when  

he/she has the illness mentioned in the leaflet. Some other leaflets do not indicate even that  

taking the drug in such circumstances   can cause problems at all, but they direct the patients  

to the doctor saying that if they suffer from a given condition, they must consult the doctor  

before taking the drug. In this way, drug manufacturers transfer responsibility to the doctor.  

The doctor of course asks whether the patient suffers from an illness, but patients may not be  

aware of the importance of mentioning a certain condition because they do not know that if  

they suffer from an illness other than that the drug was prescribed for, then they might not  

take the medicine. Among some drug information leaflets where the illness, in case of which  

it is not indicated to take the drug, is not overtly mentioned, the use of the expression ‘in case  

of’ or ‘in certain cases’ has been noticed. In this case, the name of the disease is modified by  

the expression ‘in certain cases’. Thus, some patients suffering from a particular disease, for  

instance, can use the drug while others cannot. Due to the modifying expression ‘in certain  

cases’, patients suffering from the diseases mentioned in the leaflet do not know whether or  

not they should take the drug. 

Drug manufacturers are protected in those cases when patients suffering from any of the  

diseases mentioned in the leaflet develop some unexpected symptoms because they have told  

that the drug must not be used in certain cases of the disease. 
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II.1.2. Modality in Providing Information on the Amount of Taking the    

Drug 

The drug information leaflets investigated here describe prescription drugs, i.e., they  

are drugs that you can only get by prescription. Here are some samples concerning the dosage  

taken from the leaflets analysed: 

- The English version: 

Dosage is 1 capsule a day. This dosage should not be exceeded. In all cases, follow your  

doctor’s prescription exactly. 

- The French version: 

La posologie est de 1 gélule par jour. Cette posologie ne doit pas être dépassée. Dans tous les  

cas, se conformer strictement à l’ordonnance de votre médecin. 

- The Arabic version: 

.rp��\ا o´¦_Y WbرW¦ اUp~f Up~s\ا r�j ا¶�_ال ¤pX� �� .ارU~X\ا اvه ��¨f ز_�j � م_p\ة �� اUوا� o\_yار ه_ آ�U~X\ا 

The use of the modal ‘should not’ in English, the verb ‘ne doit pas’ in French and the  

particle-verb ‘ز_�j �’ in Arabic express deontic obligation on the part of the patient not to  

exceed the dosage indicated in the leaflet. It is stated after that the patient has to follow the  

doctor’s prescription exactly. Notice here once again that the use of the imperative is  

remarkably frequent in English (‘follow’) whereas French and Arabic tend not to employ the  

imperative that much which shows that not only each language has its own system and  

structures, but it has its own features and preferences that may differ from one situation to  
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another.  

In this situation, French has a tendency to use the infinitive (‘se conformer’) which clearly  

makes the statement less strong than that of the English version. Arabic, in turn, tends to  

constantly use the verb ‘r�j’ to express obligation which is the literal equivalent of ‘must’ in  

English, but it sounds also less forceful than the imperative used in English despite the fact  

 that the three versions are said to convey the same message. 

             The dosage of the drug is determined by the doctor, nevertheless, drug information  

leaflets still display a usual dosage which is often followed by the sentence: ‘follow your  

doctor’s prescription exactly’ or ‘the doctor can prescribe a different dosage.’ 

Drug information leaflets use this sentence as a safeguard to avert responsibility in case of an  

overdose. Overdose can lead to serious side effects, but by entitling the doctor to prescribe a  

different dosage (by the use of the modal auxiliaries ‘can’ or ‘may’ in English, the verb ‘peut’  

in French and the particle ‘UV’ in Arabic), they don’t indicate the upper limit of the dosage.  

Thus, patients who are damaged by a drug overdose cannot find any basis concerning dosage  

in these drug information leaflets. If the doctor prescribes a dosage different from the usual  

dosage in the leaflet and the patient develops any adverse symptoms, then drug manufacturers  

can avert responsibility to the doctor. 

  

II.1.3. Modality in Ways of Rendering Side Effects 

Each drug information leaflet indicates that the drug can cause certain undesired  
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effects called side effects. 

Let us take some extracts from the section of side effects in the leaflets at hand: 

The extracts cited below are selected and grouped in three examples showing the possible  

different ways of stating side effects. After the examples, some observations, interpretations  

and discussions are provided. 

- Example1: 

 

- The English version: 

Like all active substances, this drug can, in some people, induce more or less unpleasant  

effects: you must discontinue your treatment immediately and inform your doctor in the  

following cases: 

• Allergic reactions such as skin rash, … 

Inform your doctor if you have abdominal pain, … 

Do not hesitate to ask the advice of your doctor or pharmacist and report any unpleasant or  

adverse effect that would not be mentioned in this leaflet. 

- The French version: 

Comme tout produit actif, ce médicament peut chez certaines personnes entrainer des effets  

plus ou moins gênants : il faut immédiatement arrêter votre traitement et avertir votre médecin  

dans les cas suivants : 

• Réactions allergiques de type éruption cutanée, … 
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Avertir votre médecin en cas de douleurs abdominales, … 

Ne pas hésiter à demander l’avis de votre médecin ou de votre pharmacien et à signaler tout  

effet non souhaité et gênant qui ne serait pas mentionné dans cette notice. 

- The Arabic version: 

 d�b آW]� xº�syb dل ¹sij UV �� هvا ا\Uواء \Uى Y[³ ا¶W¨mص xpq�fات Y o��©b[³ ا\²·/

/op\Ws\ت ا�W�\ا �� rp��\ر اW]mف ا\[�ج و إW~jا\´_ر إ �{� r�j 

...ردود ا\´[d ا\�b opyy�s `_ع ا\�´« ا\�}Uي *  

 r�j إW]mر ا\��W� �� rpل و�_د ��م �� ا\��� ...

 � xsfدد �� ا^W²sرة ا\��rp أو ا\ Up\� و إ��ªxb xpª xpq�f daY kb_ب و vb xpª ¹�©bآ_ر �� هuv ا\x²iة.

- Example2 : 

 

- The English version: 

Like any medicine, this product may in certain persons, give rise to varying degrees of  

unpleasant effects. These effects are infrequent and mild: 

• Digestive, gastric or intestinal disturbances … 

If you experience muscle pain, … 

Contact your doctor immediately because, in rare cases, muscular problems can be very  

serious. Report to your doctor or pharmacist any undesirable or unpleasant effect not  

mentioned in this leaflet. 

- The French version:  
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Comme tout produit actif, ce médicament peut, chez certaines personnes, entrainer des effets  

plus ou moins gênants : 

Ces effets sont peu fréquents et bénins : 

• Troubles digestifs, gastriques ou intestinaux … 

Si vous ressentez des douleurs musculaires, … 

Contactez immédiatement votre médecin, car les problèmes musculaires peuvent être graves  

dans de rares cas. 

Signalez à votre médecin ou à votre pharmacien tout effet non souhaité et gênant qui ne serait  

pas mentionné dans cette notice. 

- The Arabic version: 

/Wb W�_` o��©b d]� ص ردودW¨m¶³ ا]Y ىU\ واءU\ا اvول هWif �� ��ij UV لW]� xº�syb dآ d�b 

 هuv ا\xpq�sات `Wدرة و o{p{V ا\¨�_رة/

* oj_]b أو ojU]b opXºت هWYاx��...ا  

 إذا x]mت Y_�¤ �� ا\[�ºت ... 

 r�j ا�W fل �_را rp��\WY �ن ا\W²Xآd ا\[�W� �� op{ºت `Wدرة af UV_ن xp�eة.

 r�j إW]mر ا\��rp أو ا\ ªxb xpª xpq�f daY �\Up_ب وvb xpª ¹�©bآ_ر �� هuv ا\x²iة.

- Example3: 

 

- The English version: 

All medicines may cause some undesirable effects. If any undesirable effects occur, they are  
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likely to be mild and temporary. However, some effects may be serious and require medical  

attention. The following side effects have been commonly reported: dizziness, … 

If you think you are developing such a reaction or get short of breath, stop taking this drug  

and seek immediate medical attention. 

If you notice any other undesirable effects, you should inform your doctor or pharmacist and  

ask for their advice. 

- The French version: 

Tous les médicaments peuvent provoquer des effets indésirables. Si des effets indésirables  

surviennent, il est probable qu’ils soient légers et passagers. Cependant, certains effets  

peuvent être sérieux et nécessiter une surveillance médicale. 

Les effets indésirables suivants ont été rapportés fréquemment : sensation de vertige, … 

Si vous pensez que vous développez une telle réaction ou si vous êtes essoufflé, arrêtez de  

prendre ce médicament et avertissez immédiatement votre médecin. 

Si vous notez n’importe quel autre effet indésirable, vous devez le signaler à votre médecin ou  

à votre pharmacien et leur demander conseil. 

- The Arabic version: 

 o´p´e ن_af ا¶ر�« أن �b ا �_ارضvaل ½¬_ر هW� �� .o��syb xpª op�`W� ر �_ارض_¬Y ojا¶دو ¤pX� r�ysf UV 

.op�§ ojWi� r{�sf ة وx�e x³ ا\_اه]Y ن_af UV �a\ .osV�b و 

op\Ws\ا op�`W�\غ �� ا\[_ارض ا�Yا� �f U~\ / دوار...  

 إذا آ²f �i[x ا`] �b �`W]f هvaا ردود �[d أو إن آ²f �i[Y x~ _ر �� ا\p{� |´is] وWif ¿Vول هvا ا\Uواء و ا^W²sرة 
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.§�rp �}� ا\´_ر  

.�\Up \أو ا rp��\إ��م ا [p{� ىxeأ o��syb xpª op�`W� إذا ��� ½¬_ر أي �_ارض 

What can be noticed from these extracts is that the English versions seem more direct  

to some degrees than the French and Arabic ones in that almost all the cases show the use of  

the imperative ‘inform’, ‘do not hesitate’, ‘contact’, ‘report’, ‘stop’ and ‘seek’ for the purpose  

of directing and guiding the patient. The auxiliaries ‘must’ and ‘should’ are also employed  

with the pronoun ‘you’ addressing the patient directly to leave an impact on him. 

In the French versions, the verb ‘faut’ (the impersonal verb ‘falloir’ conjugated in the present)  

and the infinitive ‘avertir’, ‘ne pas hésiter’ are used as equivalents to the imperative used in  

English, but it is clear here that it is absolutely an acceptable translation, the only difference is  

that the imperative encountered frequently in the English versions has given the message  

more strength. 

Nevertheless, just two out of the six leaflets in this section have employed the imperative in  

association with the conjunction ‘si’ which expresses the conditional: ‘contactez’, ‘signalez’,  

‘arrétez’ and ‘avertissez’. In such a situation, the use of the imperative has a stronger impact   

 on the reader in comparison with the infinitive or the indicative.   

The Arabic versions stick so often to use the verb ‘r�j’ expressing obligation: 

‘ ...r�j �}� ا\´_ر  ’, ‘ ...r�j إW]mر  ’, ‘ ...r�j ا�W fل '    

It means that in such a genre, Arabic has a preference to use the verb ‘r�j’ followed by an  

embedded noun phrase as a translation for the imperative frequently used in English making  
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the information stated in a weak and less forceful manner.  

There is just one leaflet of the six taken for the study which shows the use of the particle 

‘[p{�’: ‘  [p{� ¿Vو... ’, ‘ ...�}p] إ��م  ’ (from example 3) to express obligation as a kind of an  

order because the element “ك  “, the equivalent of ‘you’ in English, has made the patient  

involved in the event taking place. Among all the leaflets investigated, the imperative is used  

only once in the section of side effects: ‘ددxsf �’ (example 1) which shows once again that  

Arabic barely employs the imperative and constantly switches different structures and  

formulas in drug information leaflets. 

Modality is used to predict the chances of occurrence for a certain side effect. Most  

drug information leaflets use the modal verbs ‘can’ or ‘may’ in English, the verb ‘pouvoir’  

(conjugated in the present tense ‘peut’ or ‘peuvent’) and the particle ‘U� ‘ in Arabic to inform  

the patient that it is possible that a certain side effect appears. The English texts mainly use an  

auxiliary expressing possibility together with an adverb of frequency: ‘rarely’, or  

‘sometimes’, the expression: ‘in rare cases’ or an adjective: ‘infrequent’, ‘mild’ and  

‘temporary’. 

The French texts usually use the verb ‘pouvoir’ (the equivalent of the modal auxiliary ‘can’ in  

English) to express possibility together with the expression: ‘dans de rares cas’ or an  

adjective: ‘peu fréquents’, ‘bénins’, ‘légers’ and ‘passagers’. 

The Arabic texts also tend to use systematically the particle ‘UV’ to express possibility together  

with the expression: ‘درةW` ت�W� ��’ or an adjective: ‘درةW`’, ‘ا\¨�_رة o{p{V’, ‘o´p´e’ and ‘osV�b’ as  
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shown in examples 2 and 3. 

The concept of double modality is introduced to refer to this technique manifested to express  

that the likelihood of a certain side effect occurring is extremely low.  

Double modality is applied to calm the patient, implying that it is not likely that they will  

experience these side effects, but drug manufacturers still mention these side effects in drug  

information leaflets to protect themselves if these side effects appear in patients. 

On the other hand, a list of side effects, which can sometimes in certain persons occur, may  

frighten some of the patients. 

Almost every drug information leaflet mentions that other side effects can occur besides the  

ones enumerated in the leaflet. For instance, ‘tell your doctor or pharmacist if you or your  

child develops any of these problems or if you have any other unexpected or unusual  

symptoms while taking this drug’. This sentence suggests that, although in rare cases, the drug  

can practically have any side effects of which patients are not aware. By including this  

sentence, drug manufacturers decline to take responsibility and refuse to state explicitly the  

possible consequences of taking the drug. In this way, they prevent any legal action taken  

against them by patients who have been damaged by the drug. 

 

II.1.4. Modality in Ways of Providing Information about the Storage of 

the Drug 

The following are extracts from the leaflets in the section of the storage: 
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- The English versions: 

 

• This drug must be kept in a dry place in a temperature less than 25°C. 

 

• Do not exceed the expiry date clearly printed on the outer package. 

Store below 25°C. 

• Do not exceed the expiry date indicated on the external packaging. 

Store below 25°C. 

• Keep all medicines out of the reach and sight of children. This drug should be stored  

in a dry place, below 30°C. Do not leave it near a radiator, on a window sill or in a  

humid place. You will see an expiry date on the carton and on the blister. Do not  

remove the tablets from the blister pack until you are ready to take the medicine.  

- The French versions: 

 

• Ce médicament doit être conservé dans un endroit sec en-dessous de 25°C.  

 

• Ne pas dépasser la date limite d’utilisation figurant sur le conditionnement extérieur. 

 

Conserver à une température inférieure à 25°C. 

 

• Ne pas dépasser la date limite d’utilisation figurant sur le conditionnement extérieur. 

A conserver à une température inférieure à 25°C. 

• Maintenir tous vos médicaments hors de portée et de vue des enfants. Ces comprimés  

doivent être conservés à l’abri de l’humidité, à une température inférieure à 30°C. 

Vous ne devez pas les laisser à proximité d’un radiateur, sur l’appui d’une fenêtre ou  
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dans un endroit humide. Une date de péremption figure sur l’étui et sur la plaquette  

thermoformée. Ne pas utiliser les comprimés au-delà de cette date.  

Sortir les médicaments de la plaquette thermoformée uniquement lorsque vous vous   

apprêtez à prendre le médicament. 

- The Arabic versions: 

.oj_Âb o25 در� �b dVا kfارx� oف در�W� نWab �� واءU\ا اvه Ã´�j أن r�j* 

.o�{]\آ_ر �}� اvX\ل اWX]s^�\ � V¶ا ÄjرWs\ا ��¨f ز_�j �* 

.oj_Âb o25 در� �b �`ارة أدx� �� Ã´�j 

 kfارx� d~f نWab �� oY_§x\ا �b ى�ib �� واءU\ا اvه Ã´� r�j ل وW´§¶ول اWisb �� اUp]Y ojا¶دو ¤pX� Ã´� r�j* 

.oY_§ر kp� نWab �� ة أوU�Wi\ا �asb �{� اري أوx� ¤²b �b بx~\WY kآxf ز_�j و� oj_Âb o30 در� �� 

.op�� \ا ÄjرWf ءWº~`ا U]Y تW��\م اU¨syf � .Wjارx� o{a²X\ا o�jx²\و �}� ا o�{]\آ_ر �}� اvb op�� \ا ÄjرWf 

 .W¬\وWis\ ادU]s^ا� Ui� Å~� Wjارx� o{a²X\ا o�jx²\ا �b تW��\ج اx¨f 

 

The last rhetorical step in each drug information leaflet is instructions concerning the  

storage of the drug. The leaflets express this function with a modal verb denoting obligation  

or prohibition (‘must’, ‘should’), or with the imperative (‘do not exceed’, ‘store’, ‘keep’, ‘do  

not leave’, ‘do not use’, ‘do not remove’) in English. 

In parallel, the French versions show the use of the verb ‘doit’ and the infinitive instead of the  

imperative for the same function (‘ne pas dépasser’, ‘conserver’, ’à conserver’, ‘maintenir’,  

‘ne pas utiliser’, ‘sortir’).  
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The Arabic versions, in turn, show the frequent use of the verb ‘r�j’ denoting obligation,  

  x¨f’  are put in the passive voice to fulfillج‘ ,’� U¨syfم‘ �j �’ for prohibition and the verbs_ز‘

the same function of directing the patient. 

             The imperative, noticeably frequent in the English versions, expresses deontic  

proposition and for many linguists, it is neither stronger nor weaker and neither less or more  

polite than a modal verb expressing obligation. Here, the drug information leaflet clearly  

instructs the patient on how to store the medicine. The majority of texts in English use the  

same devices to formulate instructions concerning the storage of the medicine, but some of  

the texts sometimes use a modal verb that is weaker than the imperative (such as ‘must’ and  

‘should’). By using the modal verb ‘should’ (as it is also the case for the verb ‘devoir’ in  

French and ‘r�j’ in Arabic), the speaker does not exclude the possibility that the event  

described by the verb will not occur, thus drug manufacturers do not take responsibility  

whether or not the patient follows the instructions.  

Moreover, in some cases, the English texts apply the modal verb expressing future “will” to  

express this function, while neither French nor Arabic show the use of such a feature. 

 For example: It will be used before the expiry date. Your medicine will be kept below 30°C  

away from light. The solution will be stored below 25°C and used within 24 hours.  

The modal verb expressing future predicts that the event will occur and the patient will follow  

the instructions. The modal verb ‘will’ does not concern the speakers’ opinion or attitude, but  

it is completely hearer-oriented, thus it is the patients’ responsibility to keep the instructions.  
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‘Will’ does not, however, express the commitment, force and authority needed for patients to  

follow the instructions as clearly as a modal denoting obligation or the imperative. The use of       

the modal verb ‘will’ rather expresses a habit that patients in their interests usually comply  

with the instructions provided by the leaflets, therefore, it is presupposed that patients will  

keep the instructions. None of the texts in French and Arabic have used such a feature in the  

leaflets under investigation. On the other hand, the use of the imperative in drug information  

leaflets, sometimes encountered in the French and Arabic versions and mainly found in the  

English ones, does not contain an element of presupposition, but it simply tells the patient  

what to do and what not to do, so expressing a caring attitude towards patients. 

 

Conclusion 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the investigation: 

English, French and Arabic resort to the use of devices expressing deontic modality to a large  

extent in drug information leaflets. The three languages, as shown in the analysis of the  

leaflets, use different modality expressions since each language has got its own system and  

structures. This goes even beyond that in the sense that each language of the three has its own 

preferences changing from a genre to another and from a given situation to another, so the  

way devices expressing modality are rendered or translated from and into each one of the   

languages is by far not systematic. Whereas English usually tends to use modal verbs to  

express deontic modality in drug information leaflets, French and Arabic tend to employ  
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lexical verbs or a kind of particles denoting deontic modality especially Arabic which is a  

very rich language as there are plenty of structures and expressions that are used in the Arabic  

versions of the leaflets.  

Examples in the three languages are found in the versions of the leaflets under investigation  

where more than one device is applied within the same structure, a technique which is called:   

double modality. 

With a few exceptions, the English versions in the drug information leaflets tend to provide  

information in a more straightforward way due to the frequent use of the imperative, whereas  

the French and Arabic texts investigated in the present study seem to tone down and obscure  

information to a larger extent than their English counterparts. 

The main function of modal devices in the genre of drug information leaflets is to change the  

truth conditions concerning the information provided by these texts through avoiding  

explicitness and intentionally presenting vague information. The three languages in the  

leaflets resort to deontic modality either to change the patients’ attitude to the drug they are  

taking (for instance, to calm or scare the patient) or to decline responsibility by refusing to  

state explicitly the possible consequences of taking a particular drug.   
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General Conclusion 

 

This dissertation is an investigation into the implications of the use of devices  

expressing deontic modality in drug information leaflets which provide the same version in  

three languages: English, French and Arabic. A lot of differences about how each language  

expresses deontic modality have been detected throughout the analysis of the leaflets in that  

different expressions, structures, modes and styles have been employed in the three languages.  

The comparison of these devices across the leaflets makes the act of detecting modality  

expressions, structures and nuances specific to each language a lot easier: English seems to be  

more direct than the other two languages due to its standing preference for the imperative and  

the use of modals; French primarily depends on conjugating verbs in different tenses and  

moods in the same context and Arabic shows a great variety of using different verbs and  

modal particles for the same matter. Although different, English, French and Arabic tend to  

use modal expressions to convey the same message or for the same purpose. The investigation  

shows that contrary to what was expected, drug manufacturers resort to the use of deontic   

modality expressions to present information in a vague and obscure way for the purpose of  

avoiding any kind of responsibility. Finally, it is perhaps in order to claim that the theoretical  

and practical implications of this initial study are significant, we need to call for further  

research into this extremely interesting subject. 
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89:; 

 

(The term ‘deontic modality’ is translated into Arabic as ‘op´V_X\ا’) 

 

opYx]\و ا opy`x´\و ا oj©p{�`ا� o�{\ا �� o{X]syX\ا op´V_X\ا xpYW]f ¿{s¨b o^ر �_ل درا_�Xsj Ç��\ا اvم هWXsآ© اهxb إن 

¿p½_f r�^ o�x]b o\وW�b و op}واU\ات اx²i\ت أ� و ه_ ا�W~X\ا �b �p]b ÅX` �� اvو ه  �b ع_i\ا اvه �� xpYW]s\ا uvه  

È}Wq_\ا .o�{\ا �b da\ op´V_X\ا xpYW]f É¨f ات©pX\و ا É}W ¨\³ ا]Y إدراك �� Uy�sf o^راU\ا uvه opXإن أه  

 ا�`�}oj©p و ا\´opy`x و ا\[opYx و da²Y d�Xsf اآ�x �� ا\d¦_s إ\� �¬� أ�o´p½_\ dº ا\ÅX` �� op´V_X ا\x²iات 

op}واU\ا . os^ �Xºsf oip]\ �´¦و �{p{�f أ^}_ب �{� W^W^أ Ç��\ا اvه UXs]j)6 ( ةx²` dآ op}ات دواx²`  

oq��\ت اW�{\ا �� o¨yi\ي `´| ا_�f /opYx]\و ا opy`x´\و ا oj©p{�`إ\� أن . ا� ¤�Ws` xp²f{¹ هvا ا\��Ç ا\sX_ا  

�seWY ofوW´sb تWر�UY ¿{s¨f اتx²i\ا �� op´V_X\ا xpYW]f o¦W¨\ل ا_pX\و ا rp\W^¶ت و اW�pآxs\ع ا_if ف و  

           �jU~f فU¬syj اتx²i\ص ا_ ` �� op´V_X\ل اWX]s^و أن ا o^راU\ا uvه �� oر�UX\ت اW�{\ا �b o�\ daY  

oºbWª و om_²b و oaYxb o~jx�Y و obW� رة_ Y تWb_{]X\ا. اvه �b op\Ws\ت اW�Wsis^ص ا��¨s^ا �aXj  

Ç��\ا  /ªx\WY تW�{\ا uvإ� أن ه uآ_رة أ��vX\ت اW�{\ا �b o�\ dآ �� o��X\ت ا�p ´s\ت و اW��seا� �b �  

��xX\ا ¿V_b xpp�f أو �{� xpq�s{\ oªاوxb o{p^_آ op´V_X\ا xpYW]f ¿½_f .  ن_Â�{j واءU\ا �]i b نW� [\v\  

��إ\� ا^WX]sل ا\op´V_X �� ا\x²iات ا\Uوا{U¬Y Wb_X� opف ri�f أو ر�³ أxX\ا uW�fا op\و�yX\ا �b ي `_ع.  

 

 

 



 

Résumé 

 

Le centre d’intérêt de cette recherche répond à l’examen de comment et pourquoi la  

notion de la modalité (connue comme ‘deontic modality’ en Anglais) est rendue en langue  

Anglaise, Française et Arabe dans les notices de médicaments. Une telle étude contrastive  

autour d’un genre très particulier de discours permet d’apercevoir les caractéristiques et les  

propriétés de chaque langue traitée par cette investigation, de temps plus, elle permet de  

révéler et à bien comprendre la fonction de l’application de la modalité (‘deontic modality’)  

dans les notices. La méthode adoptée par cette recherche est basée sur une analyse descriptive  

d’un échantillon de six notices contenant des versions en Anglais, Français et Arabe. A l’issue  

de l’analyse, les résultats indiquent que chacune des trois langues mentionnées ci-dessus  

possède ses propres structures, styles et préférences à dénoter la modalité (‘deontic modality’)  

et que cette dernière est apparemment employée dans les notices pour présenter les  

informations d’une manière vague, confuse et obscure. En conclusion, malgré les différences  

remarquées entre les trois langues ci-inclus, chaque langue utilise les expressions de la  

modalité dans les notices afin de manipuler et changer l’attitude dés patients. Par conséquent,  

les fabricants dés médicaments ont généralement recours à l’usage de la modalité (‘deontic  

modality’) dans les notices dans le but de renoncer à ou décliner la moindre responsabilité.            

 


